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Pulsar/transients data formats
Thanks to recent backends time 
resolutions and frequency bandwidths 
(as well as the number of channels) are 
significantly improving. This comes with 
increasing data rates (20÷30 GB/hr for 
SARDARA, even a factor ~10 is 
foreseen for SKARAB), posing 
challenges for several archival 
operations.

Thanks to high-frequency receivers 
available in the next future, INAF 
telescopes are going to offer bands 
from P to W (i.e. from 305 MHz up to 
116 GHz). 
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Pulsar/transients data formats
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http://sigproc.sourceforge.net/sigproc.pdf
https://www.atnf.csiro.au/research/pulsar/psrfits_definition/Psrfits.html
https://psrchive.sourceforge.net/


The archival system SAMP broadcast

The archival system is based on the New 
Archiving Distributed InfrastructuRe 
(NADIR), explicitly designed to be flexible 
in order to cope with evolving data 
models, formats, publication policies, 
versions and metadata contents, keeping 
consistencies among different sites.



Internal data model
● The metadata of an observation are all written in the header of the primary HDU of a FITS file (in 

case of FILTERBANK or PSRCHIVE, we produce an accompanying FITS file containing only a 
primary header PSRFITS-like).

+----+-------------+-------------+--------------+--------------+--------------+-----------+---------+---------+--------------+--------------+-----------+---------+---------+
| id | column_name | column_type  | fits_key_hdu  | fits_key_pri  | fits_key_sec 
+----+-------------+-------------+--------------+--------------+--------------+-----------+---------+---------+--------------+--------------+-----------+---------+---------+
|  1 | TELESCOP    | varchar         |            0         | TELESCOP  | TELESCOP | Telescope name  
|  2 | DATE_OBS    | varchar    |            0 | DATE-OBS     | DATE-OBS | Date of observation (YYYY-MM-DDThh:mm:ss UTC) 
| 3  | SRC_NAME   | varchar |            0 | SRC_NAME  | SRC_NAME | Source or scan ID
|  4 | OBSERVER   | varchar    |            0 | OBSERVER     | OBSERVER | Observer name(s)
|  5 | OBS_MODE  | varchar    |            0 | OBS_MODE     | OBS_MODE | (PSR, CAL, SEARCH) 
|  6 | BACKEND     | varchar    |            0 | BACKEND       | BACKEND | Backend ID
|  7 | RA_C         | varchar     |            0 | RA            | RA | Right ascension (hh:mm:ss.ssss)
|  8 | DEC_C         | varchar     |            0 | DEC           | DEC | Declination (-dd:mm:ss.sss)
|  9 | EQUINOX      | double      |            0 | EQUINOX       | EQUINOX | Equinox of coords (e.g. 2000.0)
|10 | PROJID        | varchar     |            0 | PROJID        | PROJID | Project name
|11 | OBSFREQ     | double  |            0 | OBSFREQ        | OBSFREQ | [MHz] Centre frequency for observation
|12 | OBSBW        | double |            0 | OBSBW        | OBSBW | [MHz] Bandwidth for observation
|13 | SCANLEN    | double |            0 | SCANLEN        | SCANLEN | [s] Requested scan length (E) (N.B.: diff. from MBFITS)
|14 | NPOL           | int    |            0 | SUBINT.NPOL   | SUBINT.NPOL | Nr of polarisations
|15 | TBIN            | double |            0 | SUBINT.TBIN      | SUBINT.TBIN | [s] Time per bin or sample
|16 | NBITS          | int      |            0 | SUBINT.NBITS    | SUBINT.NBITS | Nr of bits/datum (SEARCH mode 'X' data, else 1)
|17 | CHAN_BW   | double |            0 | SUBINT.CHAN_BW| SUBINT.CHAN_BW| [MHz] Channel/sub-band width
|18 | OBSDATAFORMAT | vachar  |            0 | OBSDATAFORMAT| OBSDATAFORMAT| Data format of the observation
+----+-------------+-------------+--------------+--------------+--------------+-----------+---------+---------+--------------+--------------+-----------+---------+---------+



Mapping onto ObsCore DM from PSRFITS/PSRCHIVE

OK
calib_level
facility_name, instrument_name
obs_collection, obs_id, obs_publisher_did
access_url, access_format, access_estsize
target_name, s_ra, s_dec, s_resolution
t_min,t_max, t_exptime
em_min, em_max

Focus on
dataproduct_type 
o_ucd
t_resolution, t_xel
pol_states, pol_xel

● PSRCHIVE is the most comprehensive and most used for data exchange
● PSRFITS implementation depends on the telescope/data provider



Proposal for an extension table

● First of all, how to provide such an extension (additional table or additional 
columns for an ObsCore table)?

temporal
sampling
cadence

effective 
temporal 
resolution



Proposal for an extension table

Already in 
discussion for the 
ObsCore DM 
extension for radio 
data



Mapping onto ObsCore DM from FILTERBANK

FILTERBANK is used for search-mode data, and it 
consists in a textual header + a binary table and is 
readable only by a specifica software (sigproc): 
facilities/telescopes and backends appears only with 
a numeric id the software is able to interprete.

https://github.com/SixByNine/sigproc


Summary and Draft Document discussion points
● The INAF radio data archive now contains more than 1450 PSRFITS files acquired observed 

between 2018 and 2020, and ready for handling FILTERBANK data as well.

DRAFT DOCUMENT

● Re-trigger the discussion in the Semantics WG (i.e. for 
dataproduct_type,  o_ucd), considering also the usage of 
dataproduct_subtype

● complete/integrate the vocabulary for polarization states
● finalize of the proposal for the extension table (how to provide 

the information, how to tackle with the absence of info t_scale 
& Co. in pulsar data files (e.g. defaults values?), as well as 
maintaining a redundancy in energy (frequency and 
wavelength)

● s_fov and s_resolution quantities (cf. discussion about the 
extension for radio data)

● FILTERBANK-specific issues (mostly lack of information wrt 
PSRFITS/PSRCHIVE)


